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Outline 

• Focus: giant (Jupiter-mass or above) planets via direct 
imaging 

• Review planet formation – questions and models
• What imaging can tell us
• The HR8799 system
• Planetary atmosphere overviews
• Challenges in modeling planets 
• Gemini Planet Imager

– GPI observations of cooler planets
– How common are giant planets?

• Future: GPI2  

• Not so much: optics, small spacecraft, future-future…



Motivation

• Direct imaging is a powerful complement to other exoplanet 
techniques that study inner solar systems

• Giant planets record the formation process of their systems 
• Ultimately, imaging with space missions is the best path to 

studying true Earth analogs 



Some important astronomer terminology

• Luminosity: the total power radiated by a star or galaxy or 
planet or space potato. 
– Units: watts, but often “Solar luminosities” L⊙

• Flux – power per square meter (“iradiance”) 
• “Metals” – every element that isn’t hydrogen or helium
• “Metallicity” – fraction of non-H on-He, usually relative to 

the composition of the sun
• Contrast – ratio of brightness between a planet and a star
• Astronomical unit (AU) – distance between the Earth and 

the Sun
• Parsec (pc) – 3.26 light years
• Mass units – 1 solar mass M⊙ = 1000 Jupiter masses MJ
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Planets of Our Solar System (2021)

Rocky planets Gas giant planets

“Dwarf” planets



Giant gaseous 
planets

Small rocky planets



Star and planet formation steps
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Jupiters

Semi-
classical 
Giants

Wide-orbit giants

Wide-orbit brown dwarfs

Neptunes / mini-
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Super-Earths / Earths





Earth

Jupiter



Alternatives: global disk instabilities

• Animation from Mayer et al 





Gas disk and solid material have 
different carbon / oxygen / 

hydrogen ratios

22
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After Konopacky/Macintosh after  Oberg&Murray-Clay



Jupiter’s abundances reflect formation process

Galileo probe values Owen et al 1999



Transiting extrasolar planets

Signal easy to measure even with
11-cm telescope



Hot 
Jupiters

Neptunes / mini-
Neptunes



Transit spectroscopy probes upper 
atmosphere 

Clouds



Transmission spectrum of hot jupiter WASP-
39b (water features) 

Model fits require x100 solar abundance of heavy elements but very sensitive 
to cloud assumptions
Wakeford et al 2018



“Hot Jupiter” metallicity somewhat consistent 
with solar system…



Planet formation pathways predict different 
properties

• Generally 
circular orbits 

• Planets inside 
ice line

• More low-mass

• Elliptical 
orbits unless 
later 
circularized 

• Multiple 
planets 

• Very 
massive 
planets or 
BDs

• Wide orbits
• Multiplanet

?

Core accretion Gravitational planet 
scattering

Global disk instability



Formation predictions: composition

• Enhanced (or 
modified…) 
metallicity due to 
preferential 
accretion of solids

• Colder planets?

• Stellar metallicity
• High-entropy 

planets



Dog Break 1



Wide-orbit giants

Wide-orbit brown dwarfs



Our solar system at 5 pc



Hubble Space Telescope IR Point Spread 
Functions (PSF)

105 brighter than Jupiter
Ten times greater separation

Krist et al 1998



Hubble Space Telescope infrared Point Spread 
Functions (PSF)

Diffraction from secondary
spiders

Krist et al 1998

“Speckle” pattern 
from polishing errors

Airy diffraction from 
telescope geometry



Inner working angle 
4 l/Dtel

Contrast floor from wavefront errors

WE NEED BRIGHTER PLANETS!



Jonathan 
Fortney

Coulomb Repulsion + Degeneracy Leads to Radius 
nearly independent of Mass



HST and Gemini: https://noirlab.edu/public/news/noirlab2116/



Young planets 
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tion of clouds across the disk of the object. In the case of
water and magnesium silicates, the latent heat of conden-
sation increases the mean upwelling velocity and can exag-
gerate these e†ects, as quantiÐed by et al. TheLunine (1989).
simple model of the transport processes in magnesium sili-
cate clouds presented in Lunine et al. suggests particle sizes
in the range of 100 microns are possible by coalescence,
much larger than the micron-sized particles one would
assume from simple condensation. The radiative properties
of a cloud clearly depend upon the actual particle size, as
well as the large-scale cloud morphology (broken or
continuous).

The importance of these processes is seen in Jupiter.
Earth-based, and Voyager spectra, along with theoretical
modeling, show that the spectroscopic e†ects of water
clouds di†er from those predicted by the simplest conden-
sation models et al. Galileo probe results(Carlson 1987).

et al. demonstrate directly that global(Niemann 1996)
dynamical processes combined with condensation lead to a
strongly heterogeneous distribution of water clouds across
JupiterÏs disk. Thus, in the archetypal example of a giant
planet, the simple assumptions about cloud formation and
their impact on radiative processes fail. Likewise, on
Neptune the methane clouds are distributed in a manifestly
heterogeneous fashion.

For these reasons we have chosen not to model explicitly
the spectral and radiative e†ects of condensed species. Our

opacity and transfer models are grain-free. To do otherwise
with the available information remains an unconstrained
exercise, but higher resolution spectra on objects such as
Gl229B could provide constraints for such cloud modeling.

4. EVOLUTIONARY MODELS

In et al. and et al. weBurrows (1995) Saumon (1996),
published cooling curves for EGPs and small brown dwarfs
that were based upon our then-current atmosphere models.
For this paper, we have updated the CIA, andH2 H2O,

opacities and the grid. Consequently, the evo-CH4 T10-Tefflutionary tracks have changed, but generally by no more
than 10% in luminosity at any given time, for any given
mass. In this section, we present these latest cooling tracks
and do so in the larger context of the M dwarf/brown
dwarf/EGP continuum. The Ðgures in this section cover 3
orders of magnitude in mass and encapsulate the character-
istics of the entire family of substellar objects and the tran-
sition to stars.

portrays the luminosity versus time for objectsFigure 7
from SaturnÏs mass to 0.2 The early plateaux(0.3MJ) M

_
.

between 106 and 108 yr are due to deuterium burning,
where the initial deuterium mass fraction was taken to be
2 ] 10~5. Deuterium burning occurs earlier, is quicker, and
is at higher luminosity for the more massive models, but it
can take as long as 108 yr for a object. The mass15MJbelow which less than 50% of the ““ primordial ÏÏ deuterium

FIG. 7.ÈEvolution of the luminosity (in of solar-metallicity M dwarfs and substellar objects vs. time (in yr) after formation. The stars, ““ brownL
_

)
dwarfs ÏÏ and ““ planets ÏÏ are shown as solid, dashed, and dot-dashed curves, respectively. In this Ðgure, we arbitrarily designate as ““ brown dwarfs ÏÏ those
objects that burn deuterium, while we designate those that do not as ““ planets.ÏÏ The masses (in label most of the curves, with the lowest threeM

_
)

corresponding to the mass of Saturn, half the mass of Jupiter, and the mass of Jupiter.

Burrows et al 1997





Keck Adaptive optics 2008



HR8799 system

Keck L’ image of HR8799
Marois et al 2010

F0 (peculiar), 1.5 Msun, 30 Myr

5-7 MJ ~1100K

3-5 MJ
900 K



2009 – 2016



We have a good estimate of the 
total flux

Greenbaum et al 2018

c



Luminosity and age allow estimate of mass. (Modern values 5-7 MJ)



Stellar spectra

Cool stars (2000 K)

Hot/opaque 
Atomic and 
molecular 
hydrogen

H2O



Atmosphere of HR8799 planets

Burgasser et al. 2009 white paper / after Lodders & Fegley 2006

2000 K
1500 KCooler BD / 

planets
Jupiter

Spectrum shows 
H2, H2O, CO

Spectrum shows 
CH4, H2O

H2O



Atmosphere of HR8799 planets

Burgasser et al. 2009 white paper / after Lodders & Fegley 2006

2000 K stars1500 K 
brown dwarfs

Cooler BD / 
planets

Jupiter

Spectrum shows 
H2, H2O, CO

Spectrum shows 
CH4, H2O



Spectrum of HR8799b – cool but looks hot 

Post-speckle removal
Pre-speckle removal

No methane!

Carbon 
monoxide

Radiation from 
hot thick clouds 
of liquid metal

Water!



Clouds, circulation and chemistry complicate 
interpretaiton

Burgasser et al. 2009 white paper / after Lodders & Fegley 2006

Clouds & CO

COOL RED 
DWARF 
STARS

BROWN DWARFSHR 8799 
planets

Jupiter

Methane

Some evidence of high carbon and oxygen abundance 



Models often give high 
temperatures and small radii

Greenbaum et al 2018

c
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Measured C/O ratios slightly higher than solar
The Atmosphere of HR8799 b 9

Figure 10. Carbon and Oxygen abundances (solid lines) relative
to stellar values, along with the corresponding C/O ratio (dashed
line), using the Öberg et al. (2011) model for planets forming be-
tween the H2O and CO2 frostlines. The disk is assumed to have
the same grain/gas fraction as the interstellar medium (0.01). See
Öberg et al. (2011) for the specific details of their model.

5. ATMOSPHERIC COMPOSITION AND FORMATION

If giant planets form primarily by a quick one-step
process via gravitational instabilities (GI), their atmo-
spheres should have element abundances equal to the
host star (Helled & Schubert 2009). On the other hand,
if giant planets form primarily by the multi-step core-
accretion (CA) process, a range of element abundances
are possible (Öberg et al. 2011). The abundances of a
gas giant’s atmosphere formed via CA primarily depend
on the location of formation relative to the frostlines for
major carbon and oxygen bearing molecules in the disk
(namely H2O, CO2 and CO) and the amount of solids ac-
quired by the planet during the runaway accretion phase.
The four planets orbiting HR8799 o!er an excellent op-
portunity to test this idea. Each planet currently orbits
between the H2O and CO2 frostlines and potentially built
up atmospheres from gas with similar amounts of solids.
In K13, the observed continuum-filtered spectrum of

HR8799 c was compared to atmosphere models restricted
to a sequence of C and O element abundances derived
from the Öberg et al. (2011) chemical model. The Öberg
et al. model provides values for the C and O abundances,
relative to the stellar values, for di!erent amounts of solid
accretion during the buildup of the planetary envelope.
These abundances are plotted in Figure 10 for planets
forming between the H2O and CO2 frostlines. In this
model, both C and O abundances are linear functions of
solid accretion, Msolid/Mgas, with slope and intercept set
by the fraction of C (or O) sequestered by condensate
formation and the overall grain/gas fraction in the disk.
These assumptions are based on observations of proto-
planetary disks and the interstellar medium (see Table
1 of Öberg et al. 2011). Solar C and O abundances
have been suggested for HR8799 (Sadakane 2006) and
are adopted as the baseline here (Asplund et al. 2009).
It should be noted, however, that this star is a !-boo
type star with solar C, N and O abundances but sub-
solar Fe-peak elements.
A high level of solid accretion during planet formation

Figure 11. Top: Distribution of !!2 for models with C and
O abundances following Öberg et al. (2011) compared to the full
K-band spectrum with flux calibrated continuum for HR8799 b
(solid line) and HR8799 c (dashed line). Bottom: Same as top
panel but for comparisons to the filtered (continuum-subtracted)
K-band spectrum. The dotted line is the !!2 distribution for
HR8799 c from K13 and the dashed line is the distribution for a
reanalysis discussed in the text.

raises both C and O abundances, with O abundances in-
creasing more rapidly than C for the simple reason that
H2O-ice is the most abundant solid between the H2O and
CO2 frostlines. The combined e!ect is C/O decreasing
as Msolid/Mgas increases. The model proposed by Öberg
et al. is a simple prescription for a complex process and,
consequently, deviations from this model are to be ex-
pected. Despite its simplicity, the predicted C and O
abundances provide an ideal baseline for testing poten-
tial outcomes of CA formation specific to the HR8799
system.
In order to make a direct comparison to the K13 re-

sults, the observed spectrum of HR8799 b was analyzed
in a similar manner as HR8799 c. Given the CH4 up-
date made to the model atmospheres, the fit was re-
peated for HR8799 c. Only the C/O values for atmo-
sphere accretion occurring between the H2O and CO2
frostlines (the current locations of all four HR8799 plan-
ets) were used (see Fig. 10). A "2 was calculated for each
continuum-subtracted synthetic spectrum in the Te! and
log(g) range described above. The resulting "2 distribu-
tions are plotted in Figure 11. The best-matching C/O
for HR8799 b is 0.66+0.04

!0.08 and the revised best-matching
C/O for HR8799 c is 0.64+0.14

!0.11, closely matching K13,
but with a broader "2 distribution. The new ExoMol
methane absorption strengths across the K-band are
lower than those from the Warmbier et al. (2009) linelist
used in the K13 analysis resulting in smaller "2 values
for larger C/O and, hence, a broader distribution of "2.
The K-band continuum shape can also be used to esti-

mate the relative abundance of H2O and CO. Given the
wider angular separation of b than c (1.7 versus 1"") from
the star, the continuum of b is less a!ected by residual
speckles. The observed spectrum, with continuum intact,
was compared to the same set of atmosphere models and

Barman 
et al 
2015
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Models consistently underpredict radii of these 
young planets



But what about initial conditions? 



Adding realistic accretion of mass
(Marley et al 2006)

Core forms

Planet slowly grows in gap
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Complication or opportunity: brightness 
depends on formation mechanism

Solid – ‘cold start’ core accretion (like Jupiter)
Dashed – ‘hot start’ adiabatic collapseBr
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Most directly imaged planets look “hot”?

GQ Lup B

2M1207 b

b Pic b

HR8799b

Solid – ‘cold start’ core accretion
Dashed – ‘hot start’ rapid collapse



Getting to lower mass and closer 
planets: The Gemini Planet Imager

Adaptive optics 
system (LLNL) 
corrects for 
atmospheric 
turbulence and 
optical imperfections

Coronagraph masks 
(AMNH) block 
diffracted light from 
the star 

Superpolished
mirrors, clean-
room optics

Infrared integral field spectrograph 
(UCLA & U. Montreal) makes images 
and spectra of planets

Mechanical structure 
and top-level software 
(NRC Canada) holds 
and connects 
subsystems

Data pipeline 
(Montreal, UofT, 
STScI)

Project 
management: LLNL 



First light: November 2013



GPI team (2014)



N

E

GPI H Band Nov. 2013 60 sec

0.4"

First light: Beta Pictoris b

Gemini Planet Imager
3952 seconds60 seconds

Gemini NICI



Keck Adaptive optics 2008
GPI 2014



Gemini Planet Imager Exoplanet Survey:
2014-2018*

• Target: 600 stars
• Final survey: 532 

stars @ 1 hr each
• Deep spectra of 10 

planets and brown 
dwarfs

• Extensive disk 
observations (Kalas, 
Esposito, Perrin, et 
al.) 

*Some followup in 2019

Hot/massive Cold/small
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Telescope puppies

Eric Nielsen
Vanessa Bailey
Persi
Kala 



The GPIES Data Infrastructure
Summit

Quicklook + Logging

MySQL DB
Metadata Logged

Dropbox
Stored and Synced

DB Web Frontend

Data Cruncher
Automated Data Processing

Query Data + DQ

Wiki
Collaborative Docs

Autofill Docs

Slack
Collaboration Chat

Chatbot

Wang et al. 2018

Realtime Quicklook

Realtime
Reductions

Web Thingie

Supercomputers
Reprocess all data



6 planets and 4 brown dwarfs

β	Pic	b HD	95086	b 51	Eri	b

HR	2562	BHD	984	BPZ	Tel	B HD	206893	B

HR	8799	cde

24	Myr	(BPMG)	
13	MJ

24	Myr	(BPMG)	
2	MJ

17	Myr	(LCC)	
4	MJ

30	Myr		
7	MJ

24	Myr	(BPMG)	
36	MJ

30-200	Myr	
	33-94	MJ

300-900	Myr	
	15-45	MJ

50-700	Myr	
	15-70	MJ

Chilcote	et	al.	(2015,	2017) Rameau	et	al.	(2016)	
De	Rosa	et	al.	(2016)

Macintosh	et	al.	(2014)	
Rajan	et	al.	(2017)

Ingraham	et	al.	(2014)	
Greenbaum	et	al.	(2018)

Ward-Duong	et	al.	(2018)Konopacky	et	al.	(2016)Johnson-Groh	et	al.	(2017)Ryan	et	al.	(in	prep.)

Wang	et	al.	(2016)



GPIES Spectral Library

Sing et al. 2016



51 Eridani b: Macintosh et al 2015 

1

Star is 20 million years old
Planet orbits at ~14 AU



51 Eri b – getting to be more Jupiter-like

Modeling by Mark Marley, Didier Saumon, Travis Barman
“Partly cloudy” 750K model

MODELS

OBJECTS



Model first require high metallicity , salt and 
sulfide clouds(Rajan et al 2017)

coronagraph on the Near InfraRed Camera, spanning the
3–5!!m!wavelengths, will add signi!cant constraints on the
atmosphere of the planet. If the planet can be studied with
the Mid Infrared Instrument, it could be used to apply
constraints on the chemical disequilibrium in the atmosphere
through observations of NH3 in the 10–11 !m!range.

5.3. Luminosity of the Planet

The two different grids used in this study have produced
similar luminosity predictions for the planet despite the
different cloud compositions. From the iron/silicate grid we
infer a bolometric luminosity of L Llog 5.83 0.12

0.15� � �
�

: , and
L Llog 5.93 0.14

0.19� � �
�

: from the sul!de/salt model atmo-
spheres. We compare these luminosity estimates to predictions
of evolutionary models to infer the planet mass and discuss its
initial formation conditions.

5.3.1. Standard Cold- and Hot-start Models

In Figure 16 we compare the bolometric luminosity to
evolutionary models for planets formed via the two extreme
scenarios, namely, the hot-start and cold-start models (Burrows
et al. 1997; Marley et al. 2007). In the hot-start scenario,
planets are formed with high initial entropy and are very
luminous at birth. This scenario is usually associated with rapid
formation in the circumstellar disk through disk instabilities.
Alternatively, in the cold-start scenario, which is often
associated with current 1D models of the core-accretion
mechanism, planets start with a solid core that accretes gas
from the stellar disk. The accreting gas loses energy via a
radiatively ef!cient accretion shock and form with low initial
entropy and thereby lower postformation luminosity.

The other directly imaged companions plotted in Figure 16
can all be considered as having formed via the hot-start

scenario. Despite the older age assessment for the companion
in this study, 26!±!3!Myr (Nielsen et al. 2016) compared to
20!±!6!Myr (Macintosh et al. 2015), the revised luminosity
when compared to the system age places 51 Eri b in a location
where either cold or hot initial conditions are possible. Based
on the hot-start tracks, it would have an inferred mass between
1 and 2 MJup. However, for the cold-start case, the planet mass
could lie anywhere between 2 and 12 MJup, since the model
luminosity is largely independent of mass at the age of
51!Eri!b. Dynamical mass estimates for the planet could help
clarify the formation mechanism, especially if the planet
mass 2� MJup.

5.3.2. Warm-start Models

Spiegel & Burrows (2012) proposed a complete family of
solutions existing between the hot- and cold-start extreme cases.
Warm-start models39 explore a wide range of initial entropies
aimed at covering the possible range of initial parameters that
govern the formation of planets. In Figure 17, we compare the
inferred bolometric luminosity and the planet SED to models
from Spiegel & Burrows (2012). The Spiegel & Burrows (2012)
models are evolutionary tracks calculated assuming different
initial entropies for the planet, between 8 and 13 kB/baryon,
where kB is Boltzmann’s constant, with steps of 0.25 kB/baryon
and masses between 1 and 15 MJup with steps of 1 MJup. Four
different model atmospheres are considered in combination with
the evolutionary model: cloud-free and solar metallicity to fully
cloudy with 3! solar metallicity (Burrows et al. 2011). The
bolometric luminosity of each point in the grid for each of the
four atmosphere scenarios was computed by integrating the SED
over the wavelength range. Because of the sparse sampling of

Figure 13. Spectral energy distribution of 51!Eri!b with the best-!tting salt and sul!de cloud models. Each panel shows the best-!tting model under the speci!c
conditions: the top two panels show the best-!tting solar-metallicity models with a cloudless atmosphere on the left and cloudy atmospheres on the right. The bottom
two panels show the best-!tting nonsolar models with a cloudless atmosphere on the left and cloudy atmospheres on the right.

39 http://www.astro.princeton.edu/~burrows/
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The Astronomical Journal, 154:10 (20pp), 2017 July Rajan et al.

But radii still coming out too small…



Model fits still tend towards small radii

(young planets should be 20-30% 
bigger)



Radius dichotomy 

• Equation of state? 
– Probably not? Also radii of older 

cold planets are better predicted
• Core mass? 

– A dense non-hydrogen core 
would both make the planets 
smaller 

• Atmosphere models
– If the models are over-estimating 

the effective temperature of the 
planet they will over-estimate the 
flux per unit area and hence 
under-estimate the radius

– Treatment of clouds, chemistry, 
vertical circulation

– Additional sources of opacity?



Many young stars are surrounded by massive 
asteroid/comet belts



Comet Shoemaker-Levy 9 impact

Artist’s conception

HST images post-impact



Adding a “rain” of dust into planet models



“Dust rain” model (Madurowicz, Bathala, 
Marley, Macintosh) 

R=1 RJup



51 Eri b consistent with cold Jupiter-like 
formation but most others “hot”

GQ Lup B

2M1207 b

b Pic b

HR8799b

GJ504 b
51 Eri b

Solid – ‘cold start’ core accretion
Dashed – ‘hot start’ rapid collapse



Direct imaged planet metallicities are 
consistent with trend but uncertain

51 Eri b
HR8799
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Wide-orbit giant planets much more common 
around high-mass stars

Mass < 1.5 Msun
Giant planets < 25% of stars

Mass > 1.5 Msun
Giant planets ~1 per star



We need more planets!
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GPI Performance modeling and evaluation 
(Bailey, Poyneer et al) 

• Empirical 
multiparameter
fit to contrast vs
telemetry

• 25,000 raw 60-
min images

• 500 combined 
datasets

• Extension of 
work in Bailey et 
al 2016 



Strongest contrast predictor: atmospheric 
coherence time t=0.3 r0/vwind



Surface winds: 0-40 km/h

earth.nullschool.net



Jet stream winds 130 km/h

Madurowicz et al 2018



Other limitations

• GPI limited to 
bright / nearby 
stars

• Operations 
complexity

• Very few young 
stars left in the 
southern sky 





GPI 2.0 – A Facility-Class High Contrast 
Imaging System in the North for the 
2020s

• Upgrade led by Jeff Chilcote (ND) and Quinn Konopacky (UCSD) with 
Bruce Macintosh, Dmitry Savransky, Marshall Perrin and GPI team

• Funded by NSF (ND) and HSF (UCSD)

• Upgrade begins 2020B, 2021 “first” light 2022 2023



GPI2 upgrade baseline

• Upgraded photon-counting pyramid wavefront sensor to 
allow operation on fainter stars

• New fast realtime computer reduce effective delay from 
~1.8 to ~0.5 ms

• Enhanced coronagraphic masks with smaller inner working 
angle (<0.1”) or higher throughput

• Broadband spectrograph mode for simultaneous JHK 
observations

• Enhanced software environment to provide fast, efficient 
queue observing



Some conclusions and platitudes

• Direct imaging with current technology probes a unique 
piece of planet phase space – wide-orbit, high-
entropy/energy massive planets

• Discoveries test planet formation models
• Shows the need for new details in atmosphere modeling

– Clouds, dust, initial entropy…
• Near-future: GPI2 extending our target sample to lower-

mass and younger planets
• James Webb Space Telescope adding longer-wavelength 

data and lower-mass / older warm planets
• Mid-future: Mature Jupiter analogs with space 

coronagraphs like Nancy Grace Roman telescope
• Far-future: Earths? 


